
For repairs & installation of all
Major Appliances

Call 780-467-0213
All work performed by journeyman technicians

reasonable rates - friendly service
all work guaranteed

SherwoodAppliancesince 1968

CHAMBER MEMBER

3 Locations:

222 Baseline Village 780-449-7208
Wye Rd. 81 Fir St. 780-467-7503

4005 Cloverbar Road 780-417-0117

CHAMBER MEMBER CHAMBER MEMBER

www.romaniukheatingac.com

Furnaces * Air Conditioning * Air Purification * Duct Cleaning
Get a Lennox Air Conditioner $89.95/mo oac

780-448-0076 Make us your first call
780.464-3337
www.firstcallheating.ca
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CHAMBER BUSINESS CONNECTION
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Peter Court
2011-12 Chamber President

Dear Chamber members,
It is hard to believe my tenure as president at the
Chamber has reached the half way point for this year.
It has been a very rewarding experience and I can tell
you that your board and staff are working diligently to
offer effective member benefits, services and advocacy
on your behalf.

We are now working on several federal and provincial policy resolutions on
behalf of the membership and working with Strathcona County regarding
the County rebranding initiative. As well, we are working on several events
at this time such as the Trade Fair which will be held at Millennium Place
April 13 – 15, the Education Breakfast as a fundraiser for the Student Skills
Portfolio Program, the Canada Day Parade and the regularly scheduled
events such as breakfast network meetings, Luncheons and After Hours
BusinessMeetings.We are also very excited to host TheAlberta Chambers of

CommerceAnnual General Meeting and Conference right here in Sherwood
Park on May 24 to 26th! The Strathcona county visitor’s guide is underway
and will once again be ready for distribution at the Trade Fair. I would like
to invite each and every one of you as business people and members of the
Chamber of Commerce to participate in the many networking opportunities
allowing you to get to know your Chamber membership better and the
benefits we offer to help your business. If you visit our website at www.
sherwoodparkchamber.com, you will see all the opportunities we have to
offer you or please feel free to call our Executive Director, Todd Banks at
780-416-3056 for any questions or suggestions you may have.
Ladies and gentlemen, as the holiday season closes I would like to wish our
membership all the best in your personal and business endeavors in the year
to follow

Sincerely,
Peter Court
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Bay 204
979 Fir Street

(behind Boston Pizza)

• Mufflers • Shocks

780-417-5112

CHAMBER MEMBER CHAMBERMEMBER

www.soniasells.com

Free Home
Evaluations

Advantage

780-707-6015

www.soniasells.com
SONIA TARABAYSONIA TARABAY

Sherwood Park,
36 Sioux Rd.

780-464-6760

• Experienced staff to assist you
• Water balancing products
• Water testing
• Computerized analysis

Authorized Pool
& Spa Care Center



PETER COURT: PRESIDENT, SHERWOOD PARK & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE – COURT AND COMPANY
As President of the Chamber of Commerce and an established business owner in Sherwood Park, Peter Court speaks passionately about his involvement

with environmentally-focused companies. “Recently, Alberta has received some negative media due to the petrochemical industry and concerns with
pollution issues, but it’s interesting to see these small companies starting up to address the issues.” The Chamber of Commerce has been instrumental in
recognizing the work of several local ‘green’ companies with the formation of the Environmental Committee. In its inaugural year, the committee strives
to raise awareness of the valuable environmental contributions, technologies and initiatives of a group of community-based businesses. “We have some
really good people with really innovative ideas,” says Court. The committee’s mandate is to promote and develop existing environmentally- friendly
businesses, as well as to attract new businesses to establish themselves in or relocate to Strathcona County.
Court emphasizes the “Centre of Excellence” offered by the teamwork and collaboration of these forward-thinking companies. “We want the green

industries to be showcased and for (each company) to be aware of each other to see if synergies can be created.” The law firm of Court and Company, a
member of the Sherwood Park business community for 25 years, works closely with several companies in the green industry. Involved with gifting land

for conservation purposes, planning estates and corporate and commercial work, Court is inspired by the number of new businesses with cutting-edge environmental products.
“These are well-trained, educated individuals such as chemists and engineers who identify the current issues as an opportunity to get involved and be part of the solution; it’s a
really exciting area.” With his work in the field of conservation, Court has seen a significant positive change over the years in terms of attitudes towards the environment and the
development of new technologies and new ways of thinking. “As President of the Chamber, I want to make sure the committee continues to do this type of valuable work.”

BARD GOLIGHTLY – CHRISTENSON DEVELOPMENTS
In recent years, a range of sustainable certification programs such as Built Green and LEED are becoming available for homes and buildings. Christenson

Developments utilizes the Built Green program as a fundamental component of their new projects. Bard Golightly, Chief Operating Officer of Christenson
Developments, is President of Built Green Canada in addition to his involvement with Centre in the Park and Emerald Hills. “Builders are showing leadership
by incorporating Built Green into their practices,” says Golightly. “On the residential side, the program helps builders to improve the building envelope and
improve energy efficiency of the structure.”
The certification program is composed of a checklist of several different categories, such as building materials, water and heating, and builders and

residents can obtain points in various sub-categories. Points must be achieved in each category in order to obtain certification. In addition, the other
aspect of the program is energy use in the building, and both aspects of the program must be achieved to obtain a level of Built Green certification.
“Although the program began with energy, it has expanded in a holistic manner to encompass all aspects of sustainability.” Christenson Developments is
dedicated to operating in an environmentally responsible manner, and the company’s sustainable measures are reviewed each year to ensure up-to-date

technologies and practices are being utilized. Built Green is also third party verified; once a home is built, a certified tester comes in and verifies there is no air leakage and each
aspect of the checklist has been complied with.
As market demand for green technologies and initiatives increases and public perspectives shift, Christenson Developments is committed to being at the forefront of incorporating

new technologies to their projects. “Built Green holds a high standard for environmental responsibility, and we are committed to adhering to these standards.”

GREG CHRISTENSON – CHRISTENSON DEVELOPMENTS
“Our focus is on the three pillars of sustainable communities – environmental, economic and social – and being able to effectively balance these

aspects,” explains Greg Christenson, President of Christenson Developments. Established in the early 1970’s, Christenson Developments is a prominent,
award-winning building company dedicated to providing high-quality multi-family homes in the greater Edmonton area. Passionate about incorporating
cutting-edge sustainable initiatives into their building projects, the company specializes in the Urban Village Concept: a high-density community featuring
convenient access to amenities such as parks, grocery stores, shopping, work opportunities, and recreational and cultural facilities.
Specific projects in Sherwood Park with an Urban Village Concept are Centre in the Park and Emerald Hills. Centre in the Park’s aesthetically-pleasing

Prairie Walk offers connectivity and minimizes the need for vehicle travel. “The vision behind Prairie Walk is to create a pedestrian-friendly environment
which promotes active transportation. There is a sustainable element in terms of the social aspect of wellness,” says Christenson. Several environmental
initiatives are prevalent at Centre in the Park, including a district energy heating system - meaning the heat for the entire complex is generated by a
small, stand-alone building. A similar project to Centre in the Park is Emerald Hills Urban Village, a 50 acre high-density community consisting of various

residential units with convenient access to parks and recreational opportunities, retail outlets, and medical facilities. The projects are being developed in an integrated manner which
includes significant collaboration and a strong working relationship with Strathcona County.
The theme of being able to live, work and play within a close proximity is salient at Christenson Development’s multi-family housing units at Centre in the Park, as well as

the opportunities offered with easy access to the Community Centre and Festival Place. Bedford Village offers a blend of independent and assisted living, providing elements of
caregiving (such as medical support) in a non-institutional setting. Phase Two and Three offers convertible units; for instance, a unit of two bedrooms and two bathrooms can be
converted into a one bedroom or studio. “From a sustainability prospective it’s about intergenerational planning, meaning planning for thirty to sixty years. Rather than saying we’ll
build a product (for a particular age bracket) and then renovate down the road, these units are pre-designed for long-term usage.”
In terms of economic and environmental aspects of sustainable buildings, such as energy and utilities savings, Christenson Developments has numerous corporate partnerships

with like-minded companies in order to aggregate skill sets, expertise and company credibility. These partnerships are essential components in being able to demonstrate the
economic feasibility and environmental advantages (such as energy efficiency) of the buildings or upgrades over a period of time. Christenson is involved with several organizations
and committees to promote awareness of all aspects of affordability as a contributing factor to quality of life.

SHERWOOD PARK & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PROMOTES A GREEN ECONOMY
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• Residential
• Acreages
• Farms

Tel. 780-995-9339

Website: www.home-time.net

Member of the REALTORS® Association of
Edmonton and the MLS® service.

• Service
• Quality

• Honesty
• Reliability

#85 Kaska Road 780-467-1424

CHAMBER MEMBER

YOUR COMPLETE PLUMBING OUTLET
• Bathroom renos • Competitive prices

• Expert workmanship • Residential plumbing/gasfitting
Free estimates

Sherwood Park,
36 Sioux Rd.

780-464-6760

CHAMBER MEMBER

Ahlstrom Wright
Oliver & Cooper

“ Your community law firm.”

CHAMBER MEMBER

#200-80 Chippewa Road
780-464-7477

Fax: (780)467-6428
Toll Free 1-800-994-7477

CHAMBER MEMBER

Group Insurance Discounts for
Chamber members

#10, 130 Broadway Blvd.

780-467-5048

MEYER’S
INSURANCE LTD.

CHAMBER MEMBER CHAMBER MEMBER

80 Chippewa Road, Suite #110 Sherwood Park

780-449-7100

• Complete Dentures
• Partial Dentures
• Implant supported Dentures

• Over dentures
• Sport Mouth Guards

CHAMBER BUSINESS CONNECTION
2011 Christmas Cash Promotion

56 businesses participated in the 2011 Chamber of Commerce, “Christmas cash”
promotion. This annual promotion takes place 4 weeks prior to Christmas allowing
customers of participating businesses to fill out ballots to win a grand prize of
$2011. CONGRATULATIONS to our grand prize winner, Linda Richer who
entered at Booster Juice on Why Road. The draw was made on December 20 at
the Chambers annual Christmas open house, just in time for the winner to go on a
Christmas shopping spree at participating businesses. Linda how ever had finished
her Christmas shopping before the draw but commented, “that may change”. She
feels winning is a blessing from above, and is very thankful of the Chamber of
Commerce. Three participating businesses also won a prize for being part of the
program: Wine Kitz, $300; Bella Moss $200; Winning wines Plus, $100.

2011 Christmas
CashWinner

Monika Hnatiuk, Booster Juice Wye
Road, Linda Richer, Winner & Peter

Court, Chamber President

HHARTWELL’SARTWELL’S GGLASSLASS

&&MMIRROR CO. LTDIRROR CO. LTD

• Auto glass - chip repair / windshield replacement• Auto glass - chip repair / windshield replacement
• Residential - window repair / replacement• Residential - window repair / replacement
• Commercial - glass repair / replacement.• Commercial - glass repair / replacement.
• All your glass & mirror needs• All your glass & mirror needs

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD GLASS SHOPYOUR NEIGHBORHOOD GLASS SHOP

91 Kaska Road 780-464-1552

Iris Evans
MLA, Sherwood Park

CHAMBER MEMBER



MARTINE PAWLOWSKI – H2O LOGICS
Traditional technologies in the water industry often utilize high amounts of energy consumption and consist of a considerable amount of chemicals.

The need for environmental stewardship in the water industry and the desire to come up with sustainable technologies led President Randalle Wong to
create H20 Logics in 2000. “We enjoy the challenge of marketing new technologies and are very stringent in selecting new products and services for our
company,”mentions General Manager Martine Pawlowski. H20 Logics has been a pioneer in the search and application of sustainable and environmentally
friendly technologies in the water industry. The company`s products are thoroughly researched, environmentally friendly and applicable to several aspects
of water quality and circulation, including wastewater, potable water and fresh water. H20 Logics has exclusive rights in Canada to the popular SolarBee
product – a solar-powered long distance circulator that uses radial flow technology to improve water quality. Over 2000 SolarBees have been installed
throughout North America to reduce blue green algae blooms in ponds, lakes and reservoirs without the use of grid power or chemicals. As well, numerous
kilowatts of energy have been displaced with the use of SolarBees in traditional wastewater lagoons.
“Last year, we added a line of water filtration and treatment systems from Germany for homeowners, small farms and light commercial applications,”

says Pawlowski. Over the years the company has been involved in the water business, Pawlowski frequently gives workshops and seminars to water and wastewater communities to
raise awareness of environmental stewardship in water and lake management. Attendees of the workshops are able to gain valuable information about the various environmentally-
friendly products and are able to make informed decisions. Despite the challenges of balancing economic, social and environmental responsibilities, H2O Logics researches new
environmentally-friendly technologies on an ongoing basis. “We have a team of highly skilled biologists, limnologists, lake managers and engineers who strive to develop sustainable
solutions and lessen the environmental footprint in water management.”

KEITH HAWKINS – TRI-LINE DISPOSAL
Strathcona County’s successful organics collection program has resulted in a significant decrease in the amount of organic material in the landfill. In

September, an even greater percentage of organics will be re-routed from the garbage stream due to Tri-Line Disposal’s innovative commercial organics
collection program. “We will be the first company to have a commercial organics collection program where food waste from restaurants will be diverted
from the landfill,” says Sales Manager Keith Hawkins. “Unlike many of our competitors, we don’t have a financial interest or investment in landfills, so our
main focus is to divert as much of the material as possible.” Established in October, 2010, Tri-Line Disposal has experienced significant growth over the
course of their first business year. Operating as a commercial waste collection and recycling services business, the company has contracts throughout
the greater Edmonton area with schools, restaurants, businesses and homebuilders. With 30 collection vehicles by the end of the year and almost 40
employees, Tri-Line-Disposal has several avenues for expansion in the upcoming year.
Although currently based in Edmonton, Tri-Line Disposal recently announced their upcoming move to Strathcona County as the company is already

outgrowing their existing facility. Hawkins is confident the move to Strathcona County will have a positive impact on the commercial organics collection
program and the community. “We are pretty active with the Chamber, the Environmental Committee and the community itself; Sherwood Park is really becoming a hub for businesses
and has established its own niche market.” Although organics collection in Alberta is a recent initiative, Albertans are becoming more and more socially responsible in terms of their
environmental perspectives. As a result, Tri-Line Disposal is aware of the considerable opportunities associated with the commercial organics collection program and the recycling
services. “Companies are going to start making purchasing decisions based on green technologies. We are the first company to become involved with organics because of the
increased demand from customers who want to see these materials diverted from the landfill.”

JERRY HANNA – CLEARFLOW ENVIRO SYSTEMS
“We approach water treatment with more of a holistic view,” explains Jerry Hanna, CEO of Clearflow Enviro Systems Group. “We look at what factors

contribute to the pollutants in the water.” Recognizing the need to address a growing number of environmental concerns, the company was established
in 2005 and immediately began researching innovative technologies. An amalgamation in 2009 of three separate companies under the Clearflow brand
resulted in the formation of Clearflow Enviro Systems Group. The holistic viewpoint has led to significant research and product development in the fields
of water and wastewater treatment, soil stabilization and erosion control. “All of our products are environmentally friendly and we manufacture them
ourselves. We conduct extensive research with the universities, Alberta Environment and the National Research Council of Canada to ensure these
products will have an impact on the market.” In terms of soil control, Clearflow Enviro Systems Group has developed products that stabilize the soil, stop
the migration of seed and fertilizer, accelerate the growth of grass and promote re-growth of vegetation.
Cutting-edge technologies and products, such as Water Lynx, have been designed to address environmental concerns associated with conventional

methods of water treatment, clarification, desalination and remediation. These products have had far-reaching implications in terms of sustainable
development and reducing the environmental footprint. “Once the water is treated, it can be released back into the environment or re-used; it is safe for people and wildlife, and
we don’t have to draw as much from our water source.” Clearflow Enviro Systems has worked with a variety of clients and sectors, including industrial, commercial, agricultural,
mining and oil and gas.With plans to release several new technologies in the coming year and expand into retail products, Hanna is passionate about his company’s direction for the
future – and its home base in Strathcona County. “Sherwood Park is really becoming an epicentre for new technology, and (I believe) more and more innovative ideas will develop
out of our community.”

GREG DOUGLAS - DOUGLAS ENVIRONMENTAL
Committed to providing a healthier, safer indoor environment for home and business owners, Douglas Environmental specializes in water treatments,

air quality testing, septic tank remediation and mold inspection. Established in 2004, one of the company’s focuses is consulting with homeowners to
recommend and install cost-effective, energy-saving products that will improve the health of the indoor environment. “If you switch from regular hard
city water to conditioned water, you will notice an immediate 25% reduction in hot water heating energy consumption,” says owner Greg Douglas. With
hot water heating being the second largest user of energy in the home, the economic savings and health benefits of installing a water treatment system
are often apparent within the first few months. The air quality products are highly effective for customers with allergies, asthma or weakened immune
systems, as they significantly decrease the amount of toxins and allergens in the home.
Douglas illustrates the environmental and economic benefits associated with each product. “Our ‘Pirana’ solution, for example, remediates and restores

septic system function rather than replacing the existing field once it’s near the end of its life cycle. Since the field is not replaced, beyond the significant
cost savings there are considerable environmental benefits in that you decrease soil contamination, there’s no need to disturb the landscaping, and no

heavy equipment or hauling means a much smaller carbon footprint.” The environmental footprint is also reduced with water quality products such as bottle-less water coolers and
high-efficiency water softeners. Despite the challenges of raising environmental awareness in the product-saturated retail market, Douglas Environmental continues to expand on
an annual basis due to referrals and word-of-mouth recommendations. “We frequently find that once we do work at one house in a particular area, we attract business from other
neighbors in the subdivision who have heard about our products and services.”With consultation and product installation work across the province, Douglas is optimistic about the
company’s role as a prominent member of the environmental industry.

MIKE ROPPELT – GSS GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS
At the forefront of alternate energy systems technology, Ground Source Solutions Geothermal (known as GSS Geothermal) focuses on sustainable

development and strives to minimize an energy system’s impact on the environment.“Looking at any particular development as a sustainable development,
you have to visualize it from more than one dimension,” says Mike Roppelt, President of GSS Geothermal. “We look at it in terms of all aspects of energy
entering that particular location and then work with a comprehensive team of people specializing in (these aspects).” Established in 2007, GSS Geothermal
initially concentrated on drilling work and conducting preliminary research in the field of geothermal systems. Today, the company has completed several
successful residential installations across the province and works with developers to showcase the economic viability of the technologies. “It’s not just
developing a new technology; you have to make an economic argument….although there is sometimes a higher initial cost, these systems show that over
time they are more affordable and have a significant effect on the reduction of greenhouse gas.” The company is in close collaboration with homeowners
throughout each stage of the design and installation process, whether the project involves a residential retrofit or a new building.
As GSS Geothermal expands in the alternate energy sector, the company is transitioning into district energy systems – which provide energy for multi-

family units and subdivisions. Despite the increased number of people, these systems consume less energy and are designed to reduce the amount of water consumption from the
site and reduce infrastructure stress. The carbon neutral design of the systems strives to achieve a balance between energy consumed and energy used, as well as water used and
water collected. Roppelt is quick to point out the benefits of working in close collaboration with other companies in the green technologies industry. “Even though our technologies
are slightly different, we are faced with the same challenges and can come up with similar solutions. Although each company has its own identity and product line, we are working
towards common objectives.”

Environment Committee write-ups provided by:
Bethany Horne, Ideas to Paper, proud member of the Sherwood Park & District Chamber of Commerce

DEAN TURGEON – VITAL ENGINEERING
“The company name stems from the word vitality,” says Dean Turgeon, CEO of Vital Engineering. “Vitality and sustainability go hand-in-hand in terms of

buildings, communities and society as a whole. These concepts have changed the way people think in terms of access to renewables and economics; it
becomes a matter of looking at how the technology is applied to a structure.” Vital Engineering was established in 2002 as a design services company,
but began to work on their brand in 2005 with the addition of a chief engineer to the team. Determined to come up with a more creative, sustainable and
cost-effective approach to the industry, the team received formal commercial geothermal training. Vital Engineering’s knowledge of geothermal processes
along with their experience in the industry allows the company to demonstrate the environmental and economic advantages of each project. “We are able
to work with the business side of companies, not just their building side; this is unique in that companies know they are making an investment.”
The company is currently committed to commercial and large residential projects involving district energy systems, geothermal technologies, and

sustainable retrofits for older buildings; the projects serve a province-wide clientele base. Vital Engineering is engaged in a Renewable Energy Integration
Strategy for one aging Alberta Infrastructure facility with a hope that it may become a model of how these durable buildings can be retrofitted.The project

looks at older buildings whose systems are at the life cycle replacement stage and determines how renewable energy systems can be applied to the building’s retrofit process.
Although the processes to achieve the end result for a project are quite lengthy, each project is a learning experience due to the calculations and science behind the design. “After our
jobs are done and the clients have had the opportunity to look at the economics and business side, they see the project in terms of a value standpoint and a social investment.”
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2012 Great Canadian Trade Fair and Sale
April 13,14,15

held at Millennium Place

Now accepting new exhibitors.
Book your booth Today!

Please visit www.sherwoodparkchamber.com
or Contact Sara at (780)416-3057 for exhibitor info

Brand new this year The
Chamber of Commerce is happy
to announce the first ever

“Taste of Strathcona” that will be
held in conjunction with

The Great Canadian Trade Fair
and Sale



780-467-3340
975 Fir St. Sherwood Park

www.winningwinesplus.com

CHAMBER MEMBER

SPANISH TORO
ORDER NOW!

We look forward to seeing you soon!!

780-464-5123
10 Auto Mall Rd. (just off Baseline & Broadmoor Blvd.)
Find out why Petersen was rated #1 in Customer Satisfaction

CHAMBER MEMBER

24HR.EMERGENCY SERVICEALLMAKES

www.sparkheating.com 780-464-7911
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CHAMBER MEMBER
Dave Quest,

MLA
Strathcona

Chair, Cabinet Policy
Committee - Finance

Legislature Office:
131 Legislature Building
Edmonton, AB T5K 2B6

Tel: 780-415-0990
Fax: 780-643-6449

Constituency Office:
#168-2301 Premier Way

Sherwood Park, AB T8H 2K8
Tel: 780-416-2492
Fax: 780-416-7093

email: strathcona@assembly.ab.ca
http://quest.mypcmla.ca

CHAMBER
SPOTLIGHT
SHERWOOD PARK & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

TO JOIN
THE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
CALL 464-0801

• All Ready for You Catering
• Applied Colour Ltd.
• Art at the Ranch Inc.
• Bios Life Slim by Unicity
• Donna MacMillan

• Good Buddy Dim Sum
Chinese Restaurant

- Sherwood Park
• The Grounds Guys
• Juice Plus

• Nature Bratz
• QiQ Inc.
• RBC Insurance
• Sunset Swings Alberta
• Vadara Salon - Spa - Fitness

2012 Sherwood Park Strathcona County
Visitor’s Guide!

Book advertising space in the Visitor’s Guide now!
Take advantage of the marketing potential; promote your business to residents,

visitor, and newcomers to our community.
Reserve ad space by Friday, February 7 to receive a

10% early booking discount!
View a copy of the 2011 virtual publication at

www.sherwoodparkchamber.com

For more information, contact Angie at 780-416-3058
or marketing@sherwoodparkchamber.com

TaCHAMBER MEMBER

Family Operated for 10 years
Monika Hnatiuk Owner/Manager

Visit One of Our 3 Locations in
Sherwood Park
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